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ABSTRACT  

The buoyancy-driven rise of bubbles in yield-stress materials is present in a plethora of industrial 
processes and controls the quality, efficiency or even safety of those processes. Until now, the rise 
of a single bubble in such materials has drawn the attention of the scientific community. However, 
in typical applications, multiple bubbles exist and interact and these materials also exhibit elastic 
properties, thus creating a different dynamic response in comparison to that of a single bubble in 
the simpler Bingham-type fluids. In this study we simulate the transient, buoyancy-driven rise of 
two equal-size coaxial bubbles, which are initially stationary, inside an elasto-visco-plastic material. 
We fit the Saramito Herschel-Bulkley [1] model to a 0.1% aqueous Carbopol solution used in related 
experiments and we solve the governing equations under the assumption of axial symmetry by using 
the stabilized finite element formulation by Varchanis et al. [2], the so-called PEGAFEM-V. The 
domain around the deforming shapes of the bubbles is dynamically tessellated using improvements 
of the established elliptic grid-generation method [3]. We investigate the dynamics of the flow for 
various initial distances and bubble volumes by tracking their interface shapes and the distance 
between them. We notice that the interaction initiates earlier than expected from simple yield-
stress materials because of the ideal elastic behavior in the unyielded part of the material. The 
motion of the leading bubble creates stresses that remain stored in the resolidified material, 
facilitating the rise of the trailing bubble. The larger the initial distance is the longer it takes for each 
bubble to perceive the other’s presence. Prior to closely approaching each other, only the volume 
of the bubbles affects their shapes. At small bubble sizes, inverted teardrop shapes arise due to 
elasticity dominating the material properties, while at larger sizes, oblate shapes arise due to 
dominating inertia, as Moschopoulos et al. [4] pointed out for a single bubble rising in an EVP 
material. Finally, we conduct a detailed parametric analysis of the impact of the material properties 
on the dynamic response of the system and the evolution of the interfaces. 
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